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CITY OF HOBOKEN
Landmass within Flood Zone (A):  63.85%
Landmass within Flood Zone (V):  7.41% 
Landmass within Flood Zone (X):  7.66%
Hoboken NFIP Total Liability: $1,922,187,500
Hoboken NFIP Annual Premiums: $5,984,720
Flood Risk
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MARSHALL ST. SUBSTATION DURING HURRICANE IRENE 2011
Hurricane Irene 
August 2011
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Superstorm Sandy 
October 2012
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MADISON ST. SUBSTATION DURING SUPERSTORM SANDY 2012
PSEG SERVICE IMPACTS: SUPERSTORM SANDY 2012
CITY OF HOBOKEN – Energy Resiliency 
CALEB D. STRATTON, AICP, CFM
CHIE RESILIENCE OFFICER
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…which as an integrated system 
can be controlled as a single entity 
and operate in parallel with the grid 
or in an intentional islanded mode.
An integrated energy system consisting of 
interconnected loads and distributed energy 
resources (DER) within a defined electrical 
boundary…
What is a microgrid?

CURRENT FEASIBILITY STUDY 
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Questions:  
Dawn Zimmer, Schneider Electric
Email:  Dawn.Zimmer@SE.com
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What is a microgrid?
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What is a microgrid?
Schneider Electric offers microgrid solutions at any scale
